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A B S T R A C T

The theory of cyclic voltammetry of ion transfer-electron transfer coupled reactions in a thick organic film
modified electrode is developed. The model system consists of a planar electrode completely covered by an
organic phase, which in turn is in contact with an aqueous phase, each containing a supporting electrolyte.
It is shown that the coupling between the ion transfer-electron transfer processes at both, solid|liquid and
liquid|liquid interfaces, has a marked effect on the shape of the voltammogram. The model allows the
analysis of the system in different experimental conditions. In particular, the results for different concen-
tration ratios of the redox probe and supporting electrolytes are presented. The variation of the potential
of the solid|liquid and the liquid|liquid interfaces reflects changes in concentration of the species involved.
This variation is presented as a descriptor of the shape of the voltammograms. The theoretical results are
contrasted with experimental behaviour reported in literature.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The transfer of charged species through a liquid|liquid interface
has been studied extensively in recent years [1–9]. These heteroge-
neous charge transfer can be divided into ion transfer and electron
transfer, while ion transfer can be either simple or assisted by a
ligand dissolved in the system [5,10,11]

In general, the classic four-electrode system with a single
polarized interface [12] has been widely used to study simple
ion-transfer reactions, ion-transfer reactions assisted by a ligand
or ionophore, and electron transfer-ion transfer (ET-IT) reactions
between a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic redox couple [5,9]. In the
last years, three-phase electrodes [13–22] and thin film-modified
electrodes [20,23-32] emerged as a simple but powerful experimen-
tal tool for studying coupled ET-IT reactions [33–37]. In the case of
three-phase electrodes, the electrode surface is not covered com-
pletely by the organic phase so an interface exists between the three
adjacent phases. The electrode reaction starts at the three phase
junction and then propagates towards the centre of the organic phase
volume, which has no supporting electrolyte. On the other hand, in
the case of thin organic-film-modified electrodes, the electrode sur-
face is completely covered by the organic phase. For this reason,
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the organic phase must contain supporting electrolyte to ensure
sufficiently high conductivity to perform electrochemical measure-
ments. The working principle of both electrochemical configurations
is based on the electroneutrality of each phase [37,38].

In the course of the electrochemical experiment the electrode
reaction of the redox compound (neutral redox-active probe) is
coupled with simultaneous charge compensating ion transfer reac-
tion at the other side of the liquid phase. In voltammetric exper-
iments, both the electron and ion transfer processes are recorded
together [37]. Theoretical models have provided valuable contri-
butions to thermodynamics, kinetics and ion transfer mechanism
across the three-phase electrodes [39–44] and thin film-modified
electrodes [45–48].

Recently, a new strategy based on a thick organic film modified
electrode was developed and experimentally verified by Niu and
coworkers [49]. This strategy is based on an electrode completely
covered by an organic phase film of suitable thickness which ensures
that the charged product of the redox reaction is kept away from the
liquid|liquid interface. This experimental condition can be satisfied
at high scan rates in cyclic voltammetry (i.e. greater than 0.1 V s−1),
where the electrochemical experiment time is very short. In this
experimental condition, the electroneutrality of the organic phase
is maintained by the simultaneous injection of ions through the
liquid|liquid interface. The authors present a thermodynamic treat-
ment of the coupled electron-ion transfer reactions that allows them
to obtain the relationship between the potential of the global process
and the concentration of the analyte ion [49].
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Herein, a model of thick organic film modified electrode that
allows analysing the system in different experimental conditions is
developed. In particular, the results for different concentration ratios
of the redox probe and transferring ion are presented. The variation
of the potential of the solid|liquid (S|L) and the liquid|liquid (L|L)
interfaces reflects changes in concentration of the species involved.
This variation is presented as a descriptor of the shape of the voltam-
mograms. The theoretical results are contrasted with experimental
behaviours reported in literature.

2. Theory

The coupled ET-IT process is considered in this model. This fol-
lows from the electroneutrality condition in each phase. Electron
transfer (ET) is limited to a one electron process, between a solid
electrode and an electrically neutral reduced species dissolved in the
organic phase. Ion transfer (IT) can occur for any monovalent ion
from the electrolytes involved in the electrolytic organic and aqueous
phases. Thus, the possible equilibria can be written as:

Red(o) ←−−−−−−−−→ Ox+
(o) + e− (R.1)

Anion−
(w)

←−−−−−−−−→ Anion−
(o) (R.2)

Cation+
(o)

←−−−−−−−−→ Cation+
(w) (R.3)

The following assumptions for the calculation of the current-
potential response are made:

1. The interfaces between the aqueous and the organic phase
and between the electrode and organic phase are stationary
and planar.

2. Both phases remain quiescent and contain enough inert elec-
trolyte so that mass transport takes place only by diffusion.
The potential drop due to solution resistance is neglected.

3. The presence of H+ and HO− ions from water autoprotolysis
is neglected.

4. The partition of the redox species to the aqueous phase, either
electrically charged (Ox+) or neutral (Red), is neglected.
Transfer of the other ions through the interface is reversible
and diffusion controlled, dependent on the Nernst equation.

5. The redox reaction taking place at the electrode surface is
reversible and diffusion controlled, dependent on the Nernst
equation.

6. The thickness of the organic phase is large enough to avoid
overlapping between the diffusion fronts of the species gen-
erated or consumed on the solid|liquid interface and the
liquid|liquid interface.

7. Both interfaces present the same surface area, large enough
for edge effects to be negligible. Therefore the semi-infinite
linear condition is assumed.

8. Since the electron transfer and ion transfer processes are
coupled, the current at both interfaces must be equal.

9. The activity coefficients for all species are assumed to be
equal to one.

10. Neither double-layer effects, adsorption nor ion-pair forma-
tion are considered in the model.

11. The applied potential is distributed between the S|L inter-
face and the L|L interface at any time. The potential difference
on the former defines the concentration ratio of the redox
species and on the latter the ion concentration ratios.

The model considers a solid electrode completely covered by a
film of organic phase of thickness L containing a redox couple (Red
and Ox+) and an explicit supporting electrolyte, in contact with

an aqueous phase containing completely dissociated electrolytes,
as shown in Fig. 1 (the model is still valid if the organic and
aqueous solutions are interchanged [32], or even for other solvent
pairs, such as ionic liquid|aqueous solution and ionic liquid|organic
solution interfaces[50]). Similar approaches combining coupled ion
transfer-ion transfer were previously described for supported liquid
membranes [51–54]

In this work, the following completely dissociated electrolytes
are considered: MX, KA and NZ initially dissolved in the aqueous
phase (NZ is the explicit supporting electrolyte), and OY, which is the
organic explicit supporting electrolyte. In order to obtain the con-
centrations as a function of distance to the electrode and time, Fick’s
laws of diffusion were solved using explicit finite difference [55–60].

The determination of the initial equilibrium state involves the cal-
culation of the distribution potential (Dw

o 0eq) for this system, which
in turn depends on the standard transfer potential of each ion i
(Dw

o 0◦
i ) and the initial concentration of ions in each phase, obtained

by solving Eq. (8) from Ref. [38]:

∑
i

zi
cw

i + rco
i

1 + r(heqhi)zi
= 0 (1)

where zi is the charge of ion i (in this model zi = +1 or zi = −1),
heq = exp( F

RT D
w
o 0eq) and hi = exp(− F

RT D
w
o 0◦

i ). cw
i and co

i are the equi-
librium concentrations of the ion i in the aqueous and organic phases
respectively, r is the volume ratio between the organic and aqueous
phase. More details on the solution of this equation are presented in
the appendix.

The initial applied potential difference (t = 0) was set in all
cases as the sum of the potential difference at each interface: E(0) =
Ds

o0(0) + [−Dw
o 0(0)]. The Galvani potential difference between the

electrode and the organic phase (Ds
o0(0)) is calculated from the initial

Fig. 1. Scheme of the electrochemical cell considered in the model showing coupled
electron transfer and ion transfer processes resulting in positive current (top) and neg-
ative current (bottom). WE: working electrode. CE: counter electrode. RE: reference
electrode.
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concentrations of Ox+ and Red. Dw
o 0(0) is the distribution potential

at the L|L interface.
When reaction (R.1) is coupled to either Eq. (R.2) or (R.3), the fol-

lowing Nernst equation can be written for any ion i as a boundary
condition [61]:

cOx+ (0, t)
cRed(0, t)

[
cw

i (L, t)
co

i (L, t)

]zi

= exp
{

F
RT

[
E(t) − Ds

o0
◦
Red + Dw

o 0◦
i

]}
(2)

where cOx+ (0, t), and cRed(0, t) are the redox species concentrations at
the S|L interface (x = 0) at any time, cw

i (L, t) and co
i (L, t) are the ionic

species concentrations at the L|L interface (x = L) at any time (see
Fig. 1). Ds

o0
◦
Red is the standard potential associated to reaction (R.1).

This condition assures that for each interface, its individual Nernst
equation (for ET or IT reactions) will be satisfied. Each presents its
own potential difference, so that E(t) = Ds

o0(t) − Dw
o 0(t) at each

time [45].
With the value of Dw

o 0(0) and also initial ion distribution at the
L|L interface, by fixing the ratio

cOx+ (x,0)
cRed(x,0) it is possible to obtain Ds

o0(0)
and define an initial external potential difference E(0) from Eq. (2).

The initial concentration of Red species was left as a variable.
For values of

cOx+ (x,0)
cRed(x,0) lower than 10−4, the voltammogram remains

unaltered. This ratio was fixed at 10−6 unless otherwise mentioned.
At x = 0 or x = L, the following boundary conditions must be

met for the redox species and every ion i:

DOx+
∂cOx+ (0, t)

∂x
= −DRed

∂cRed(0, t)
∂x

(3)

Do
i

∂co
i (L, t)
∂x

= Dw
i

∂cw
i (L, t)
∂x

(4)

where DOx+ and DRed are the redox species diffusion coefficients at
the organic phase and Do

i and Dw
i are the ionic species diffusion coef-

ficients at the organic and aqueous phase respectively. The coupled
ET-IT reactions require the current at both interfaces to be equal.
Since their surface areas are the same, this can be expressed by the
following equation:

∑
i

(
ziD

w
i

∂cw
i (L, t)
∂x

)
= DOx+

∂cOx+ (0, t)
∂x

(5)

Finally, semi-infinite diffusion conditions imply:

cOx+ (L, t) = cinit
Ox+ (6)

cRed(L, t) = cinit
Red (7)

cw
i (∞, t) = cw

i (x, 0) (8)

co
i (0, t) = co

i (x, 0) (9)

for any ion i, where the superindex init denotes initial values for the
variable.

A modification of the Powell hybrid method [62–64] was used to
solve the equations describing boundary conditions (Eqs. (2) to (9)).
Results were checked for step size independence.

Cyclic voltammograms were simulated by varying the total
potential as follows:

E(t) =
{

Ds
o0(t) − Dw

o 0(t) + vt if t ≤ k

Ds
o0(t) − Dw

o 0(t) + v(2k − t) if t > k
(10)

for a constant potential sweep rate v.

3. Results and discussion

The results are presented in subsections according to the devel-
oped model. Four aspects are discussed: the effect of the initial
concentrations of the ions and of Red species, the effect of the
standard transfer potential of the anion, the case where two ions
are available for IT and finally some considerations of experimental
interest.

NZ and OY are the aqueous and organic supporting elec-
trolyte, respectively. Consequently, the standard potential of their
ions was set to represent typical hydrophobic and hydrophilic
ions: DW

O 0◦
O+ = −0.699 V, DW

O 0◦
Y− = 0.725 V, DW

O 0◦
N+ =

0.606 V, DW
O 0◦

Z− = −0.650 V. These values correspond to
Bis(triphenylphosphoranylidene)ammonium, tetrakis(pentafluoro-
phenyl)borate, Na+ and HO− ions respectively, across the water|1,
2-dichloroethane interface [49,65-67], just as an example. cinit

NZ,w was
set so that total electrolyte concentration in the aqueous phase was
at least 1.0 M, and cinit

OY,o was fixed at 1.0 M for all simulations. It is
expected that as this concentration increases, the possibility of inter-
ference also increases. Accordingly, this high concentration is set as
an upper bound. Typical concentration values (i.e. around 0.01 M) are
expected to present even less interference for the cases shown here.

Diffusion coefficients were set equal to 1.0 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 for all
species in both phases.

Unless otherwise mentioned, the rest of the simulation parame-
ters were set as follows: T = 298.15 K, v = 0.500 V s−1, DW

O 0◦
K+ =

0.400 V, DW
O 0◦

A− = 0.200 V, DW
O 0◦

M+ = 0.600 V, DW
O 0◦

X− = −0.300 V.

All potentials are plotted in reference to Ds
o0

◦
Red

3.1. Effect of cinit
MX,w/cinit

Red

In this section the transfer of X− coupled with the oxidation of
Red species is analysed as a function of the ratio of initial concentra-
tions of MX in the aqueous phase and the redox species. The shape
of the current-potential profiles for ET-IT processes depend on this
ratio, thus the peak-to-peak potential difference (DEpeak) is a useful
simple indicator that gives information about the evolution of the
potential difference on each of the interfaces on which the coupled
processes occur. It is also important to remark that this ratio is a
reduced parameter, as long as the presence of other electrolytes does
not interfere with the measurement.

Fig. 2a presents DEpeak as a function of log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
for the ET-

IT processes involving X−. The dotted vertical line represents the
maximum ratio experimentally attainable in an electrochemical cell,
considering a maximum solubility of 0.1 M for Red species and a
detection limit of 1×10−5 M for the species that controls the current.
It can be seen that although both ET and IT are reversible processes,
the coupling between them changes the shape of the voltammo-
grams. This behaviour correlates with the evolution in mid-peak
potential, Emid

(
= 1

2

(
Eforward scan

peak + Ereverse scan
peak

))
, shown in Fig. 2b.

Both reach a maximum for log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
= 0.0. When cinit

MX,w > cinit
Red,

the Red species limits the global process, so that Emid decreases
59 mV per decade of concentration ratio change. In addition, when
cinit

MX,w � cinit
Red, the plot of Emid reaches a constant value and DEpeak is

close to 59 mV. This behaviour arises because for high initial concen-
tration of MX, co

M+ (x, 0) (in the organic phase) stops being negligible
and the transfer of M+ from the organic to the aqueous phase is
significant, this results in a current response that is independent of
cinit

MX,w.
The same effect is observed when the initial conditions are set

so that the same ion is present in significant concentration in both
phases (e.g. when electrolytes sharing a common cation or anion are
dissolved in each phase). In these cases, the L|L interface becomes
non-polarizable [68,69]. Thus, the applied potential only affects
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Fig. 2. (a) Peak-to-peak potential difference and (b) mid-peak potential as a function of log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
in voltammograms obtained for ET coupled with IT of X− from aqueous to

organic phase, with explicit supporting electrolyte in both phases. (c)–(f) Potential difference at each interface as a function of external applied potential: Ds
o0 (1) and −Dw

o 0 (2)

corresponding to log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
= −2 (c), 0 (d), 3 (e) and 8 (f)

the S|L interface and a classic response for a reversible process is
obtained (not shown here). This emphasizes the importance of taking
into account the equilibrium ion distribution in this model.

The deviation from the usual behaviour of a reversible diffusion-
controlled electrochemical process can be explained by the evolution
in the potential difference at the S|L and L|L interfaces with total
potential applied [53,54]. As it has been mentioned before, the sum of
the D0 at both interfaces must be equal to the total external applied
potential. In turn, it follows from Eq. (2) that each of these poten-
tial differences can be described by their respective Nernst equation.
Fig. 2c to f show their value as a function of the total applied potential
for different concentration ratios. The sum of these curves must be a
linear plot with a slope equal to unity. This can be as a consequence
of only one interface changing its potential and the other remaining
constant or both interfaces changing their potential at the same time.

For low concentration ratios (i.e. cinit
MX,w < cinit

Red, Fig. 2c), it can be
seen that the perturbation affects both interfaces equally at lower
potentials, but affects only the L|L interface at higher potentials,
producing a voltammogram with a DEpeak of around 90 mV. When

log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
= 0.0 (Fig. 2d) this perturbation affects in equal mea-

sure both interfaces and for this special case a maximum DEpeak of

around 120 mV is obtained. When MX is in slight excess (Fig. 2e),
it affects mostly the S|L interface, except around the peak potential.
This again gives rise to a DEpeak of 90 mV. Finally, for a great excess of
MX (Fig. 2f), the L|L interface cannot be polarized due to substantial
partition of aqueous ions to the organic phase, resulting in a classic
reversible response with DEpeak = 59 mV, due to the common-ion
effect [68].

It is important to note that a DEpeak of 90 mV is present for a great
set of the experimentally accessible systems. The results presented

by Niu and co-workers [49], for which log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
≈ 3, show a peak

separation of around 90 mV in every case. Considering that all the
systems analysed in this work are electrochemically reversible and
the transfer of charged species is a diffusion-controlled process, Emid
can be regarded as the half-wave potential (E1/2) [70]. Additionally,
the same study demonstrates that for this concentration ratio, E1/2,X−
depends linearly on log(cinit

MX,w), with a slope of −59 mV per decade,
which is also in agreement with this model, as can be seen in Fig. 2b.
However, care must be taken when concentrations are markedly dif-
ferent, since these observations are only valid for a certain range of
concentration ratios. This is especially important in two cases (Fig. 2a
and b): a) when the redox species is in excess, since the Emid increases
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Fig. 3. (a) Peak-to-peak potential difference and (b) mid-peak potential as a function of log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
in voltammograms obtained for ET coupled with IT of X− from water to organic

phase, with explicit supporting electrolyte on both phases. The curves correspond to different values of DW
O 0◦

X− = −0.30 V (1), −0.20 V (2), −0.10 V (3), 0.00 V (4), 0.10 V (5) and

0.20 V (6). Inset in (a): peak-to-peak potential difference as a function of DW
O 0◦

X− for three different values of log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
= 2.0 (dotted line), 3.0 (dashed line) and 4.0 (solid line).

with the concentration ratio instead of decreasing. b) When both
concentrations are equal or very similar, since DEpeak is larger, even
for reversible ET and IT processes.

3.2. Effect of the standard transfer potential of X−

The relative hydrophobicity of the anion present in the aqueous
phase also influences the coupled processes, hence, another variable
of interest is DW

O 0◦
X− . As can be seen in Fig. 3a, for concentration ratios

of less than 102, DW
O 0◦

X− has no effect on the shape of the voltam-
mogram, however, for large excess of MX, DW

O 0◦
X− also influences

DEpeak. As explained in the previous section, for these situations the
equilibrium ion distribution, directly related to DW

O 0◦
X− , affects the

voltammogram shape. For example, for log
(

cinit
MX,w

cinit
Red

)
= 4.0, DEpeak

varies from around 60 mV for DW
O 0◦

X− = 0.2 V to 90 mV for DW
O 0◦

X− =
−0.1 V (inset in Fig. 3a).

Fig. 3b also shows that DW
O 0◦

X− directly modulates the poten-
tial at which the process occurs. This indicates that this technique
allows for the determination of standard transfer potentials, if a well-
known reference ion can be used, as demonstrated by experimental
measurements [49].

It should be noted that conditions for which DEpeak < 90 mV
are easily attainable in experiments for semi-hydrophobic anions.
In such cases the peak potential cannot be described by a simple
dependence on DW

O 0◦
X− . Consequently, care must be taken when

voltammograms present DEpeak < 90 mV.

3.3. Successive ion transfers

When the ion to be transferred (X−) is in excess with respect to
the redox probe, only one process is observed in the voltammogram
(corresponding to its transfer to the organic phase coupled with the
oxidation of Red species), even in the presence of other ions that
could act as interferents. Once the concentration of Red species near
the interface is depleted, no more is available to allow the trans-
fer of other ions. In contrast, when the Red species is in excess, the
ET reaction can be coupled with several IT processes corresponding
to different ions, since a sufficient amount of redox species remains
unreacted after every ion is depleted at the L|L interface.

This situation is of experimental interest when one of the ions, for
example A−, is the reference mentioned in Section 3.2, to be used as

an internal standard. Fig. 4 shows the voltammograms obtained for
different values of DW

O 0◦
X− and DW

O 0◦
A− = −0.2 V.

For different experiments, when X− or A− are added indepen-
dently in the electrochemical cell, the difference between the peak
potential of the two processes is equal to

∣∣DW
O 0◦

A− − DW
O 0◦

X−
∣∣, thus

the use of −A as a reference is straightforward. Remarkably, this
is not the case for voltammograms obtained in presence of both
ions. For the cases shown in Fig. 4, the peaks potential difference
is around 15 mV larger and this discrepancy does not depend on
DW

O 0◦
X− . The second process is shifted to positive potentials compared

to a voltammogram without X−. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the potential
shift of the second peak depends on the concentration of the species
corresponding to the first. This effect is due to the accumulation of
a small amount of Ox+ species at the interface, for example, in the
cases shown in Fig. 4, cinit

Red = 100 mM and cinit
MX,w = 1.0 mM, after the

first process, cRed(0, t) (at the S|L interface) is reduced to 99 mM and
cOx+ is 1.0 mM. This shifts Ds

o0 just before the second process occurs,
and consequently shifts Dw

o 0.
In order to verify this explanation, voltammograms (1) and (2)

are compared in Fig. 6. (1) is in presence of both electrolytes, while
(2) is in presence only of KA but with different initial concentration of

Fig. 4. Voltammograms for the ET reaction coupled with X− and A− transfer in excess
of Red species for the following conditions: cinit

Red = 0.1 M, cinit
MX,w = 1.0 mM, cinit

KA,w =
1.0 mM, DW

O 0◦
A− = −0.20 V. The curves correspond to DW

O 0◦
X− = 0.30 V (1), 0.20 V

(2), 0.10 V (3), 0.00 V (4) and −0.10 V (5).
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Fig. 5. Voltammograms for the ET reaction coupled with X− and A− transfer in excess
of Red species for the following conditions: cinit

Red = 0.1 M, cinit
KA,w = 1.0 mM, DW

O 0◦
X− =

0.30 V and DW
O 0◦

A− = −0.20 V. The curves correspond to cinit
MX,w = 1.0 mM (1), 0.8 mM

(2), 0.6 mM (3), 0.4 mM (4) and 0.2 mM (5).

the redox species: cinit
Red = 99 mM and cinit

Ox+ = 1.0 mM. For both, the
anodic and cathodic peak corresponding to the transfer of A− occur
at the same potentials, 17 mV more positive than that of only KA
with the usual concentrations of the redox pair (voltammogram (3)).
This confirms that the peak shift is induced by the formation of Ox+

at the expense of the reduced species. This dependence emphasizes
the need for the initial concentration ratio between Ox+ and Red
species to be as low as possible during experiments, since undesired
side reactions could produce Ox+ species and modify the mid-peak
potential.

3.4. Application: avoiding interference from the supporting electrolyte

The presence of the organic supporting electrolyte can be a limit-
ing factor for the determination of standard transfer potentials. In the
case of hydrophilic anions (e.g. X−), the transfer of O+ cation from
the organic supporting electrolyte can overlap with the transfer of
X−, yielding difficult to interpret results. This overlap can be quan-
tified by a magnitude defined as the transferred charge across the

Fig. 6. Voltammograms obtained for the following initial conditions: (1) cinit
Red =

100 mM, cinit
Ox+ = 1.0 × 10−4 mM, cinit

KA,w = 1.0 mM, cinit
MX,w = 1.0 mM (2) cinit

Red =

99 mM, cinit
Ox+ = 1.0 mM, cinit

KA,w = 0.0 mM, cinit
MX,w = 1.0 mM (3) cinit

Red = 100 mM,

cinit
Ox+ = 1.0 × 10−4 mM, cinit

KA,w = 0.0 mM, cinit
MX,w = 1.0 mM

L|L interface corresponding to the X− ion divided by the total trans-
ferred charge (qX−/qtot). Undoubtedly, the degree of overlap will be
dependent on the difference of half-wave potentials for the two ET-
IT processes, which in turn depend on the standard transfer potential
of each ion and its initial concentration. Fig. 7a shows qX−/qtot as
a function of log(cinit

MX,w/1.0M) for different values of DW
O 0◦

X− . When
qX−/qtot ≥ 0.90 the error in the determination of DW

O 0◦
X− is less than

1 mV, accordingly, 0.90 is arbitrarily set as an acceptable ratio. In the
cases shown in Fig. 7a, there is a minimum value of cinit

MX,w for which
this condition is met. This minimum value depends on DW

O 0◦
X− . It is

noteworthy that it is possible to determine DW
O 0◦

X− even if it is more
negative than DW

O 0◦
O+ (−0.699 V), as long as the concentrations are

adequate.
Niu and co-workers [49] have derived an expression for E1/2,X− ,

valid when cinit
MX,w � cinit

Red, from which a similar one can be obtained
for E1/2,O+ :

E1/2,X− = Do
s0

◦
Red − Do

w0◦
X− +

RT
F

ln

⎡
⎣ (

Do
Red

)1/2cinit
Red

2
(
Do

X−
)1/2cinit

MX,w

⎤
⎦ (11)

E1/2,O+ = Do
s0

◦
Red − Do

w0◦
O+ +

RT
F

ln

⎡
⎢⎣

(
Do

Red

)1/2cinit
Red

2
(

Do
O+

)1/2
cinit

OY,o

⎤
⎥⎦ (12)

By subtracting and rearranging the previous equations, the differ-
ence in half-wave potentials can be written as:

E1/2,O+ − E1/2,X− = Do
w0◦

X− − Do
w0◦

O+ +
RT
F

ln

(
cinit

MX,w

cinit
OY,o

)
(13)

When the Red species is in defect with respect to MX and OY,
qX−/qtot is only a function of this half-wave potential difference. In
other words, E1/2,O+ − E1/2,X− is a reduced parameter that includes
four others: DW

O 0◦
X− , DW

O 0◦
O+ , cinit

MX,w and cinit
OY,o. Fig. 7b shows the curves

presented in Fig. 7a as a function of E1/2,O+ − E1/2,X− . All of the curves
are superimposed and centred at log(cinit

MX,w/1M) = 0 when plot-
ted against this parameter. It is clear from this figure that qX−/qtot

is greater than 0.90 when the difference of half-wave potentials is
greater than 59 mV.

In light of this theoretical insight, some guidelines can be taken
into account to experimentally discern if the organic supporting elec-
trolyte is affecting the determination: firstly, obtain a voltammogram
for which the current peak can be doubtlessly assigned to the trans-
fer of O+ (i.e. very hydrophilic aqueous supporting electrolyte in
relatively low concentration). Secondly, obtain a voltammogram for
the same initial concentration of OY in presence of X−. If the differ-
ence in Emid is found to be larger than 59 mV, the current peak can
be safely assigned to the electron transfer process coupled with X−
transfer. If this is not the case, a lower concentration of OY or a higher
concentration of MX can be used and the process repeated.

4. Conclusion

A model for the coupled reversible electron transfer-ion transfer
reactions in the thick film configuration was developed. This model
takes into account the oxidation of a species in the organic phase
and the transfer of an anion from the aqueous to the organic phase
(or a cation in the opposite sense). The importance of initial ion
distribution at the liquid|liquid interface is stressed.

The shape of the voltammograms obtained depend on the initial
concentration ratio between the redox species and the ion involved
in the process. This dependence can be explained in terms of the
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Fig. 7. (a) qX− /qtot as a function of log(cinit
MX,w/1 M) for cinit

OY = 0.01 M, cinit
Red = 1.0 × 10−6 M and different values of DW

O 0◦
X− : −0.60 V (1), −0.65 V (2), −0.70 V (3), −0.75 V

(4) and −0.80 V (5). (b) qX− /qtot as a function of E1/2,0+ − E1/2,X− for the same conditions. Curves (1)–(5) are superimposed. The dotted horizontal line in both plots represent
qX− /qtot = 0.90

way in which the external applied potential difference is distributed
between the solid|liquid and liquid|liquid interfaces.

The dependence of the mid-peak potential on initial concentra-
tion ratio and standard transfer potential of the ion was analysed
and a good agreement with reported experimental results was found.
This potential is also dependent on whether an ion has been trans-
ferred before in the same experiment. Finally, some considerations
of experimental interest that allow for minimization of interference
by the supporting electrolyte are discussed.

We consider that this model allows for a better understanding
of thick-film modified electrodes. An extension of this model could
be used to understand other recent experiments with promising
applications in energy storage. The ET-IT processes have recently
been applied by Girault and coworkers [71] to the development of
ion transfer batteries that exploit the Galvani potential difference
between aqueous and organic phases.
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Appendix

The initial ion distribution for the simulation is calculated
from initial concentrations of the electrolytes in their respective
phase [38,68,69,72]. Mass balance is considered for each species:

cinit
NZ,w = cw

N+ (x, 0) + rco
N+ (x, 0) (14)

cinit
NZ,w = cw

Z− (x, 0) + rco
Z− (x, 0) (15)

cinit
KA,w = cw

K+ (x, 0) + rco
K+ (x, 0) (16)

cinit
KA,w = cw

A− (x, 0) + rco
A− (x, 0) (17)

cinit
MX,w = cw

M+ (x, 0) + rco
M+ (x, 0) (18)

cinit
MX,w = cw

X− (x, 0) + rco
X− (x, 0) (19)

rcinit
OY,o = cw

O+ (x, 0) + rco
O+ (x, 0) (20)

rcinit
OY,o = cw

Y− (x, 0) + rco
Y− (x, 0) (21)

with r being the volume ratio, Vo
Vw

, which in this work was set r = 1.0
in every case for simplicity, after performing simulations under dif-
ferent conditions that showed that results for values as low as 0.003
(corresponding to a film of 30 lL immersed in a 10 mL aqueous
solution) presented no dependence on r.

The Nernst equation must also be satisfied for each ion at equilib-
rium potential:

co
i (x, 0)

cw
i (x, 0)

= exp
[

ziF
RT

(
Dw

o 0eq − Dw
o 0◦

i

)]
(22)

where zi is the charge of ion i.
Lastly, electroneutrality of one of the phases (in this case the

aqueous phase) must be considered:

cw
N (x, 0) + cw

K (x, 0) + cw
M (x, 0) + cw

O (x, 0) (23)

= cw
Z (x, 0) + cw

A (x, 0) + cw
X (x, 0) + cw

Y (x, 0)

By rearranging and substituting Eqs. (14) to 22 into Eq. (23), the
following expression is derived:

cinit
NZ,w

1 + rheqhN+
− cinit

NZ,w

1 + r(heqhZ− )−1
+

cinit
KA,w

1 + rheqhK+
− cinit

KA,w

1 + r(heqhA− )−1
+ (24)

cinit
MX,w

1 + rheqhM+
− cinit

MX,w

1 + r(heqhX− )−1
+

rcinit
OY,w

1 + rheqhO+
− rcinit

OY,o

1 + r(heqhY− )−1
= 0
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This equation can be solved using the modified Powell hybrid
method [62–64], obtaining D0eq and with it the initial ion concen-
trations.

Additionally, the initial potential difference at the S|L interface
must be defined at the beginning of the voltammogram. It can be
calculated from the following Nernst equation:

Ds
o0(0) = Ds

o0
◦
Red +

RT
F

ln
(

cOx+ (0, t)
cRed(0, t)

)
(25)

As mentioned in Section 2, the ratio
cOx+ (0,t)
cRed(0,t) was fixed at 10−6.

This yields Ds
o0(0) = Ds

o0
◦
Red − 0.355 V.

Once these values are determined, the initial potential at equilib-
rium can be calculated as E(0) = Ds

o0(0) + [−Dw
o 0(0)], as shown in

section 2.
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